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Abstract

Topological data analysis (TDA) is a newly emerging field of data science which captures information about the shape of data using the mathematical theory of topology. TDA has been shown to be a powerful tool to engineer interpretable features for machine learning. This report shows that persistent homology, a tool of TDA, can be used to quantitatively study the qualitative patterns of neurodegeneration due to ageing. In particular, the report demonstrates that the features obtained from persistent homology give meaningful features which can be used to train a regression model to predict age with an $R^2$ score of 66%. It further goes on to demonstrate that these features can also be used to detect neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s disease and constructs a model which achieves an F-1 score of 62%. Evidence is presented to suggest that the topological classifier may perform better than classifiers built on convolutional neural networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This report reveals that TDA is able to capture and summarise many qualitative biomarkers of ageing and provides an intuitive representation of the shape of the brain. These representations can be used in traditional machine learning pipelines to build models of brain ageing and/or disease with relatively high accuracy. These models, being trained on topological features are more interpretable than previously used techniques, leading to safer and better understood tools for clinical applications.

1.1 Problem

Researchers have identified several qualitative biomarkers with which to measure ageing given the physical structure of the brain. It is well known, for example, that there is a strong correlation between the thinning of the cerebral cortex and age [17]. Ageing is also seen to coincide with the emergence of lesions and general atrophy [39] of the interior of the brain. Although there are many qualitative markers of ageing, there is no obvious way to measure these changes quantitatively.

Being able to determine the age of the patient solely based on their brain anatomy can be useful for many reasons. For example, it allows us to better understand the physical changes that characterise normal ageing and then identify anomalies which indicate structural changes due to illnesses like Alzheimer’s.

This report provides a method for translating qualitative observations of brain ageing into quantitative measures using persistent homology, a tool to capture topological information. These features allow us to measure the statistical relationship of these changes with age. It further investigates how these new insights can help with identifying and diagnosing Alzheimer’s disease. The main contribution of this work is the identification of a novel biomarker of ageing which encodes the qualitative markers discussed above.

Given that this is a novel approach there is little previous work to fall back on. The choice of how to compute topological features, for example, had to be informed by reviewing the literature on the effects of ageing on the brain. Another challenge was to
determine what exactly the features computed capture about the structure of the brain which again relied on an understanding of the existing biomarkers of ageing.

1.2 Why persistent homology?

Topology is a field of mathematics that seeks to characterise and differentiate between shapes. Whereas geometry is focused on computing local information such as curvature and distance, topology attempts to understand how global properties such as connectedness and the number of holes can differentiate objects. This lends itself quite well to cases of image analysis where the geometry of images can substantially differ while qualitative properties are similar. This is particularly useful in brain imaging, where the structure of the brain can vary tremendously. Topological features overlook geometric variation and can identify global differences in shape.

Persistent homology is one method that can be used to obtain topological information from data by studying its holes. Given that these methods are built on strong theoretical foundations we know exactly what information is being captured by the features derived from persistent homology. This means that, using persistent homology, one can obtain set of highly interpretable features which can be used to understand precisely what information models trained on these features capture about the data. This is of particular importance in clinical applications where explainability of models is highly valued.

1.3 Topological effects of ageing

Let us explore why topological insights are useful in studying changes in the brain. The images, in section 1.1, were chosen to demonstrate the changes that occur during ageing. In the young brain we see that the grey matter consists more or less of a single contiguous region with small isolated segments. In the older brain the grey matter is broken up into several disconnected regions, whereas the younger brain is mostly intact. In topological terms, we say that the younger brain has fewer connected components, whereas the older brain contains many. We also observe that the grey matter in the younger brain encloses a number of small white regions whereas the older brain has many small pockets of white matter. These pockets correlate to holes in topological terms and are the main features persistent homology seeks to capture.

Similarly, the white matter of the young brain is more or less fully connected while the older brain is broken up by the grey matter. Thus older brains should show a larger number connected components in the white matter.
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Figure 1.1: Brain of a healthy 48 year old (above) and an 83 year old (below). Grey matter is shown in red and orange. The white matter consists of everything else.

This should provide a general intuition as to why persistent homology was chosen to study these changes. It captures, very naturally, various phenomena which are associated with growing older and combines the various signs of deterioration together simply by measuring holes.

1.4 Summary of approach

The approach taken in this study consists of three separate pipelines. Three sets of features are computed on the brain, one derived from the outer layer (grey matter), one derived from the inner from the internal structure (white matter) and a final one acquired from a point cloud reconstruction of the outer surface.

The homology is computed differently over the three segments. In the grey matter it is computed in such a way that it captures changes in density and thickness and the white matter features indicate changes in pixel intensity (section 3.3). Homology in the point cloud is more complex, it captures information about curvature, density and connectedness simultaneously.

The three sets of features are combined in a final random forest model to predict ageing. The model indicates which features are most strongly correlated with ageing allowing for a better interpretation of what the topology tells us about age. These insights are then used to study the topological changes caused by Alzheimer’s.
1.5 Overview of results

I have performed a series of experiments which show a significant relationship between brain topology and ageing. In particular I show that the various signs of deterioration can be linked to the increase in 0 and 1 dimensional holes in both the white and grey matter, as well as in the cerebral cortex (section 4.2). The final model, described in section 5.2, achieves an $R^2$ score of 0.66, demonstrating a strong correlation between topological changes and ageing.

![Figure 1.2: TSNE plot of grey matter features shows that the features extracted naturally cluster scans by age. Topological features are able to intrinsically capture changes that occur with age.](image)

I also show that persistent homology alone can capture a lot of qualitative information about the structure of the brain. I show that persistent homology can be used to measure the thickness of the cerebral cortex (section 4.1), as well as the degree of folding, called gyrification, of the outer surface (section 5.1). This provides a unified approach to obtain measurements of various parts of the brain which alternatively would have to be performed using time intensive and specialised algorithms.

Finally, in chapter 6, these findings are used to study scans of patients with Alzheimer’s. The markers of Alzheimer’s are tangled up with the features of ageing as explored in section 6.1. A solution to this problem is identified in section 6.2 producing a final model with an F1 score of 0.53 compared to a baseline score of 0.31, table 6.3.

To summarise this report contributes the following to the existing literature:

- A method to compute informative topological features from structural MRI scans
• Discussion of how changes in persistent homology correlates with known biomarkers of ageing
• A novel efficient method to measure gyrification and cortical thickness
• A high precision and interpretable model to predict Alzheimer’s disease

1.6 Report Outline

The report is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 gives a brief and intuitive introduction to the mathematical and neurological terminology and concepts used throughout the paper. The mathematical introduction is supplemented with appendix A which contains a more rigorous introduction to homology.

• Chapter 3 describes, and provides justification for, the various preprocessing steps which produced the set of features used in later chapters.

• The features computed in the previous chapter are then used in chapter 4 to predict age based on the topology of 3D MRI images. The models are evaluated and explored to identify what topology says about internal brain structure.

• Similarly, chapter 5 performs a similar exploration, this time by studying the topology of the outer surface of the brain.

• Having studied how age affects the topology of the various parts of the brain, chapter 6 proposes and evaluates a model to detect Alzheimer’s.

• The final chapter provides an outline of some of the main limitations of the report, suggestions for further work and a summary of the points discussed in previous chapters.
Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, I wish to give an intuitive explanation of the features that topological data analysis (TDA). Specifically the aim of this chapter is to understand the basic notion of topology and how it is measured by persistent homology. For a more formal introduction to homology see appendix A. I will also give a brief summary of neuroanatomy introducing some physical characteristics of the brain and some useful notions that will be used throughout the report.

2.1 Persistent Homology

Topology is a branch of mathematics that captures the shape of objects based on global properties. In contrast to geometry, which concerns itself mostly with the local behaviour of shapes e.g. curvature, length, angle etc… topology is better suited to the study of global properties such as connectedness and compactness. Essentially, from the lens of topology, two objects, $A$ and $B$, are considered identical if there exist continuous maps $A \leftrightarrow B$ which transform $A$ to $B$ and $B$ to $A$.

![Figure 2.1: Continuous transformation of a coffee cup into a doughnut and vice versa. This is an example of two objects with the same topology.](image)

Just as how length and volume are tools to measure geometry, there exist several tools that can be adopted in order to measure topology. One tool that is particularly useful in data analysis is homology. Homology is a measure of how many holes a shape has and generalises the notion of a flat hole to arbitrary dimensions.[23] Homology defines a zero dimensional hole as the gap between connected components. A one dimensional hole is what one would intuitively think of as a hole; a disk shaped gap on the surface
of an object. A two dimensional hole is a void, a missing region completely enclosed by the object e.g. the interior of a balloon.

![Diagram of holes in varying dimensions](image)

**Figure 2.2:** Examples of holes in varying dimensions. A zero dimensional hole is the gap between connected components, a one dimensional hole is a disk shaped gap and a two dimensional hole is the void enclosed by a hollow sphere.

In order to compute the homology of an image we need to represent its topology. This is normally done by representing the image as a cubical complex, a set of cubes glued together like building blocks, see A. A limitation of this representation is that a cubical complex can only capture shape and is not able to represent pixel intensities. This means that one must choose which pixels should be included in the complex and which should be discarded. This choice is usually done by discarding all pixels with intensity below a certain threshold. However, different choices of threshold values will give different cubical complexes with drastically different topology. Figure 2.3 shows how holes appear and disappear at different threshold values. In addition to this, given that topology does not discriminate between sizes, a small one pixel hole would be the same as a hole spanning a much larger region. This means that the homology computed in this way is highly sensitive to small perturbations in the data or choices of filtration value.

The key insight which led to the inception of topological data analysis was to construct multiple complexes $C_i$ by varying the threshold value such that,

$$C_0 \subset C_1 \subset \ldots \subset C_k.$$
This sequence is called a filtration on $C$ and the indices, $i$, in $C_i$ are the filtration values. The holes that persist across many subsets in the filtration can be considered to give a truer representation of the topology underlying the data. Homology with filtrations is called persistent homology.\cite{9}

Figure 2.3: A block of cheese with 3 one dimensional holes. The filtration shown filters out all pixels above a certain intensity. As the threshold is increased the number of holes changes, however, the three holes persist for over half the set of filtrations.

Figure 2.3 shows how changing the threshold value can give rise to holes being generated or vanishing. We say that the filtration value at which a hole appears is its ’birth’ and the value at which it vanishes is its ’death’. And so the persistent homology of a filtered complex can be represented by the set

$$\left\{ (\text{birth}(h), \text{death}(h)) : h \in H_n \right\}$$

where $H_n$ is the the set of $n$-dimensional holes in the complex. This means that this set of pairs gives all of the information captured by persistent homology. These pairs can be plotted in two dimensions and visualised as persistence diagrams.\cite{2.4}
Figure 2.4: Persistence diagram of the one dimensional homology of 2.3. There are many holes close to the diagonal which emerge and die instantly, these are due to noise. However, there are a few points corresponding to the actual holes in the image in bright green. The points further from the diagonal correspond to holes which persist longer.

Images, including 3D images, come with a natural topological structure obtained by drawing edges around the pixels. It is not so clear how to construct a topological structure given a finite set of discrete points in space. The traditional approach is to construct the Vietoris-Rips complex on the set of points $X$. It is constructed as follows,

$$VR_r(X) = \{ A \subseteq X | \forall x, y \in A, d(x, y) < r \}.$$

This definition says that given a value $r$ and a set of points, we include every subset $A$ of $X$ where all the points have distance, $d$, less than $r$. A subset here is seen as an edge or face in the complex. We can easily induce a filtration on the Vietoris-Rips complex by increasing the value of $r$ from 0 to infinity, see 2.3.

You can visualise the Vietoris-Rips complex by imagining a set of points in 3D space growing uniformly at a constant rate. Whenever two of the points touch their centres are joined by an edge. When three points intersect at a point, the triangle that their edges form is filled in. This generalises to higher dimensions as well but in this report, we will remain in the first two.
2.2 Basic Neuroanatomy

In this paper I discuss the relevance of a number of neuronal regions which play a significant role in detecting brain ageing. At a very basic level the brain can be separated into two main components, white and grey matter. The former consists of long chains of neurons surrounded by a fatty layer, which gives this region its colour. White matter plays no direct role in processing information, instead its main function is to pass information across regions of grey matter. Damage to the white matter leads to slower cognition due to a reduction of neural pathways. Gray matter is primarily located on the outer layer of the brain in the region known as the cerebral cortex. This region is where the majority of neural processing takes place. This region appears darker in the scans due to the lack of an insulation layer associated with the interior of the brain.

The shape of the cerebral cortex is a useful indicator of both ageing and disease. The thickness, measured at each point between the outer surface of the brain and the interior side of the cortex for example acts as a strong indicator of neurodegeneration. In order to increase its surface area, the cerebral cortex is folded in on itself. This is called gyrification and the amount of gyrification is usually measured using the gyrification index which measures the ratio between the surface area of the cortex and the area of the convex hull surrounding the brain.

2.3 Related Works

Topological data analysis has seen a wide range of applications in biomedical sciences and has been used in a variety of settings to discover hidden structures in healthcare related data. In medical imaging, persistent homology has been used to identify brain tumors, improve image segmentation, distinguish between cancerous and healthy cells and map the functional structure of the brain. Beyond its applications
to imaging, topological methods have been used to uncover new subgroups of diabetic patients \[29\], identify subgroups of breast cancer patients with high survival rates \[34\] and characterise the structure of DNA. Appendix \[C\] gives a brief overview of some of these applications and the techniques they use.

As far as I have been able to determine there is no existing literature which seeks to apply persistent homology directly to structural MRI scans. Nonetheless, there have been a number of papers which have applied similar techniques to those used here in order to study various neurological phenomena. In one instance, researchers obtained 3D representations of brain artery networks in the brain; using persistent homology, the authors identified a correlation of 0.52 between topological metrics and brain age \[3\]. Another work applies topological methods to functional MRIs, these are MRI images taken in rapid succession which capture brain activity. Here the authors show that changes in the topology of connectivity networks can be associated with ADHD \[20\]. The majority of the literature follows the approach of the latter paper, seeking to use topological methods to understand networks of brain connectivity \[1\].

Statistical analysis of MRI scans and brain regions have been done predominantly using voxel and surface based morphometry. These methods measure statistically significant changes of volumes across different regions of the brain over the population of interest. The resulting measurements can then be used to identify which sub-population a patient belongs to. Although these methods are useful in their transparency and interpretability, they suffer greatly from confounding variables such as head movement and individual variations in grey matter folding making interpretations of results difficult.

Neural models have been developed to identify diseases \cite{26, 12} and predict brain age \cite{10, 13}. These models are significantly more accurate than statistical methods but lack the interpretability required for clinical diagnosis. It has been shown however, that age regression models can be used as reliable indicators of premature deterioration of cognitive function. \cite{25}

The work presented in this report adds to the current literature by providing a method to compute a set of highly interpretable and robust features which can be used to predict age, classify illnesses and better understand changes within the structure of the brain. The topological methods not only allow for transparency but also incorporate scale, translation and rotation invariance which overcomes the issues seen in voxel based morphometry and even neural networks.
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Methods

Before settling on the research question discussed in chapter 1 other applications of TDA to biomedical data were also explored. I attempted to detect congenital heart defects from CT scans of hearts, identify arrhythmia in ECG signals, understand genetic evolution of viruses and studied a number of possible applications to fMRI data. The results of initial experiments in these domains gave mixed results and age prediction was identified as the most promising line of investigation for this project.

The persistent homology pipeline generally consists of several steps:

1. Construction of filtered complexes from data
2. Generation of persistence diagrams
3. Preprocessing and vectorisation of the diagrams
4. Machine learning

Steps 2-4 require a number of design choices, these were made by running experiments of half of the training set, to save on computational runtime, this subset was sampled to preserve the distribution of ages. In order to validate our models I train on 75% of this subset and report errors on the remaining 25%.

3.1 Data acquisition, preprocessing and software used

The dataset used in this study, OASIS-3, was provided by Oasis. The dataset is comprised of a longitudinal neuroimaging study the dataset is longitudinal consisting of multiple images taken of around 450 patients over a period of 10 years. In order to simplify modelling, two images of the same subject taken at different times are considered to be independent. Of the entire dataset, only 888 images were used to reduce memory requirements the spread of subjects is shown in 3.1. Preliminary analysis to judge the promise of the approach was performed on the OASIS-1 dataset a significantly smaller dataset with lower resolution images.

To begin with the data was drawn from other sources with no preprocessing, I found early on that preprocessing MRI scans took more time and expertise than was available
for the project which is why I made the final choice to use the Oasis-3 dataset. The dataset was chosen for the availability of precomputed FreeSurfer [14] files which include skull-stripped scans, brain segmentations [16], cortical thickness measurements [15] and 3D reconstructions. This allowed for a much more streamlined analysis of the images, and meant that I could relate the results directly to the precomputed measurements of brain volumes and thicknesses.

In addition to FreeSurfer, several python packages were used to aid in the analysis. For the computation of persistent homology, i.e. computing persistence diagrams and features, giotto-tda was used [42]. In order to manipulate brain imaging data and load FreeSurfer files, nibabel was employed [6]. Machine learning models and other data manipulations were performed with scikit-learn [35].

### 3.2 Baseline

The baseline models are trained on volume measurements computed by the FreeSurfer pipeline. This serves as a strong baseline as these measurements are known to change reliably with both age [43] and disease [21]. In particular, these measurements combined with cortical thickness serve as the main diagnostic markers for Alzheimer’s disease. The volumes measured are of the following regions:

- Intracranial
- Left/right-hand cortex
- Total cortex
- Subcortical gray matter
- Supratentorial
- Cortical white matter
• Left/right-hand cortical white matter

### 3.3 Image based pipeline

This section describes how topological features are extracted from the 3D MRI volumes. I rely mainly on empirical results to make choices between various design options in the pipeline.

Our data is given as a set of 3D MRI scans and associated segmentation files which allow us to extract specific regions of the brain. Given that the white and grey matter of the brain are affected differently by ageing, we use the FreeSurfer ‘aseg.mgz’ files to extract two copies of the skull-stripped brain ‘brain.mgz’ in which we remove the white matter and grey matter respectively.

In order to compute the persistence of our complexes, we require an appropriate filtration function which derives intuitive and statistically meaningful features. A number of possible functions from which we made our choice are outlined in [19]. Given that the lesions in the white matter appear as a variation in pixel intensity of the raw scans, we simply filter on those values. Preliminary experiments performed on the white matter using other filtrations methods gave rise to features with no correlation to ageing, confirming our choice of function. On the other hand, the changes we seek in the grey matter are structural and we require a filtration function which captures local changes in the geometry. One appropriate choice is density, which associates to each pixel the number of active pixels within a given radius. The radius of the density function, is an additional hyperparameter which we set to 3, the largest value which still gives a manageable runtime. Figure 1.2 confirms that this is an appropriate choice.

For a number of reasons, it is difficult to perform statistical inferences directly on persistence diagrams. Instead, it is common in the literature to compute a vector representation of these diagrams. A zoo of possible methods are available to do this. There is close to no theoretical basis to help identify the most appropriate representation, instead an empirical approach was chosen, see tables 3.1. The results point towards choosing the Betti curve representation. The Betti curve divides the range of filtration values into a number of bins, and counts the number of features in each bin. This is the only persistence representation which gives equal weight to every hole, regardless of its ‘lifetime’\[1\].

\[1\] The range of filtration values over which a hole lasts, \textit{lifetime} = \textit{birth} – \textit{death}
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Figure 3.2: Betti curve of 2.3. This captures the density of points as you move along the diagonal of 2.4. The y-axis gives the counts for how many features are seen in each bin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>$R^2$ score</th>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>$R^2$ score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Betti Curve</td>
<td>0.3369</td>
<td>Betti Curve</td>
<td>0.4798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence Landscape</td>
<td>0.1447</td>
<td>Persistence Landscape</td>
<td>0.0359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Kernel</td>
<td>0.2773</td>
<td>Heat Kernel</td>
<td>0.4789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence Image</td>
<td>0.2918</td>
<td>Persistence Image</td>
<td>0.4490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silhouette</td>
<td>0.0763</td>
<td>Silhouette</td>
<td>0.2574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euler Characteristic</td>
<td>0.3967</td>
<td>Euler Characteristic</td>
<td>0.4406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Whole brain          (b) Grey matter

Table 3.1: Comparison of persistence representations for image based approach. Also, provides evidence that separating out grey and white matter will provide better results.

3.4 Point cloud pipeline

FreeSurfer’s 3D reconstructions provide point clouds which can be used to construct a simplicial complex via the Vietoris-Rips filtration. See 5.3 for examples. In order to save on computational time and memory, I used an approximation of Vietoris-Rips, namely the weak alpha filtration which is known to produce similar results in low dimensions. Given the size of the point clouds it was infeasible to compute the complexes directly and so the points were downsampled with the VoxelGrid filter in order to obtain more manageable complexes. Note that even with downsampling, the second
dimension was too large to compute and led to overflow errors. Thus I was forced to restrict my attention to the first two dimensions.

The choice of persistence representation was performed as above with results given in table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>( R^2 ) score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Betti Curve</td>
<td>0.5160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence Landscape</td>
<td>0.1256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Kernel</td>
<td>0.4064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence Image</td>
<td>0.4144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silhouette</td>
<td>0.4958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euler Characteristic</td>
<td>0.4354</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Comparison of persistence representations for point cloud based approach.
Here I train several random forest models and identify that topological features explain up to 51% of the variance in age. I was unable to perform a direct comparison of this technique with neural methods as the neural models were unable to learn given the size of our dataset. The best neural model was achieved using a variant of [26] which only learned a constant function i.e. an $R^2$ score of 0. I believe that this is due to the size of the training set being significantly smaller than that used in the literature. However, due to time and memory restrictions the use of larger datasets was not possible.

### 4.1 Cortical Thickness

A simple experiment demonstrates the ability of persistent homology to distinguish between rings of varying thickness, if we consider the brain a sphere then we should observe a direct correspondence between the persistence of $H_2$ features and the thickness of the outer membrane of the brain.

There are several caveats to using persistent homology as a direct measure of cortical thickness. Firstly, the maximum thickness able to be measured is bounded by the choice of radius of the density filtration. Secondly, a hole persists as long as the ring bounding it remains unbroken. If there is a thinner region of this hole that vanishes quicker than the rest, the persistence of the entire ring is bounded by the thickness of its thinnest section. Given the complexity of the structure of the cortex however, the folds it contains give rise to a large number of rings of varying thickness, which when combined give a general impression of the average thickness of the cerebral cortex. A random forest model trained solely on the grey matter features to predict average cortical thickness[^1] achieved an $R^2$ score of 0.64.

[^1]: Computed from the FreeSurfer files:
\[
\sum \frac{(lh.thickness/lh.surf.area)+(rh.thickness/rh.surf.area)}{lh.surf.area+rh.surf.area}
\]
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Figure 4.1: Rings of increasing thickness smoothed out with a density filtration demonstrate that persistent homology captures thickness; as the rings become thicker we observe the leftmost 1-dimensional hole feature dies sooner.

4.2 Interpreting the features

Before we train the model, we can investigate how the features we computed vary with age. Here I seek to understand how topology reflects known changes experienced during ageing.

Figure 4.2: Comparison of average Betti curves for grey matter in young vs. old subjects. Vertical axis shows the Betti number and horizontal axis gives the filtration number. The 0 and 1 dimensional Betti numbers are consistently lower in younger subjects than older ones, proving that ageing increases the number of holes in grey matter.

Figure 4.2 shows that the first two dimensions contain more holes in older subjects,
this can be identified with the deterioration of the cerebral cortex in the grey matter and increase in lesions in the white matter. However, in the second dimension the peaks are lower, possibly because the increase in gaps in lower dimensions breaks down the boundaries of voids.

By zooming in on the correlations between individual grey matter features we see a similar phenomenon as described above (figure 4.3). In the first two dimensions of grey matter features we see a strong positive spike followed by a negative one as one increases the filtration value. If we refer back to 1.1 we notice that the deterioration of the cerebral cortex caused by ageing gives rise to many disconnected spots (zero dimensional holes) in the image as well as to small patches of white matter fully enveloped by grey matter (one dimensional holes). This is the first spike. If we further increase the filtration value these spots vanish since they are thinner and less dense giving lower Betti numbers. The third dimension displays a kind of bimodal correlation, this could possibly correspond to different sub-populations with varying patterns of ageing.

![Image of correlation graphs](image-url)

Figure 4.3: Correlations of features in grey matter with age. The $p$ value indicates the likelihood that the correlations are spurious.

The white matter displays different behaviour, possibly due to our choice of filtration value. We see that the presence of holes in the first two dimensions is consistently positively correlated with ageing. The number of gaps and lesions in the white matter are high at almost every filtration level. Particularly in the second dimension we see that the presence of holes and discolourations are robust indicators of ageing.
4.3 Understanding the model

The model trained on both white and grey matter features performs the best with an $R^2$ score of 0.51 (see 5.1). In order for these results to be useful we need to be able to interpret the random forest models, this is not necessarily straightforward given the nature of random forests. We can leverage the fact that random forest model predictions depend only on a small number of high importance features [4]. So, in order to understand our models, it suffices to understand only its behaviour given the most important features.

One approach to interpret random forest regression models is to plot partial dependencies for the most important features. This is done by choosing a feature $x$ and sampling $n$ datapoints from our testing data. We then vary $x$ from 0 to 1 and plot the model’s prediction. Averaging over all $n$ samples gives a general idea of how the model uses $x$ to make predictions.

Figure 4.5 gives a good indication the model behaves as we would expect, in general an increase in Betti number is associated with a higher age. However, in certain cases a negative correlation is seen. One possible reason for this in the case of grey matter features is that the overall density of the brain is much lower at higher ages, and so much of the brain would disappear at high filtration values. If this were true we would expect a greater number of holes to be seen early on which vanish sooner than those in younger subjects. In effect, this would produce Betti curves with a steeper decline and higher peak, which is precisely what we see in the grey matter curves of figure 4.2. Figure 4.5 indicates that the most informative grey matter features are obtained at low filtration values in dimension 1. Particularly, between 10-20 of 4.2 we see a distinct difference between older and younger brains, as younger brains have a larger number of 1 dimensional holes at lower filtration values.

Further insights can be drawn by investigating the distribution of importances across regions and dimensions. We see that although white matter features appear to be the most important, overall, the model is mostly influenced by grey matter features in
Figure 4.5: Partial dependency plots for top 25 features showing how the change of a single feature affects the model's predictions. The mean over the samples is shown in green. Vertical axis represents deviation of model prediction from model's prediction at $x = 0$. The titles indicate which feature is being plotted, (grey or white matter)-dimension, index of betti curve.
the 1st dimension. These features correspond, as was showed before, to measures of thickness in the cerebral cortex.

![Histogram showing the sum of feature importances across different regions of the input data.](image)

**Figure 4.6:** Histogram showing the sum of feature importances across different regions of the input data.

### 4.4 Points of failure

There are several interesting points to raise about the failure cases in the model. Firstly, the model appears to perform better on males than on females. The mean absolute error for male subjects is $4.72 \pm 0.08$ while for females the number is $5.23 \pm 0.08$. This is interesting since the dataset contains significantly more females than males, 85% more to be exact. Figure 4.7 indicates that the model is skewed by age as well, performing significantly better on older populations than younger ones. Upon deeper investigation, it appears as though many subjects demonstrate signs of premature deterioration of grey matter. It seems that females experience the greatest variation in deterioration with some showing no signs of ageing at over 70 and others showing signs as early as 52.

Let us examine two instances of failure, one in which the model severely overestimated the age, 4.8, and one in which the model severely underestimates, 4.9. The former image indicates that the model has identified the features we expect, the brain shows heavy deterioration particularly in the posterior of the cerebellum. The latter on the other hand shows a fully healthy brain with little signs of anatomical deterioration. So, the model is clearly picking up on the features we hope it to identify, however it may be that topological information may not be sufficient to fully capture the variety ageing patterns seen in healthy adults.
Figure 4.7: Predictions of the model vs true age with points coloured by distance from the diagonal. The model makes more mistakes with under 60s than with older subjects.

Figure 4.8: Brain of a 53 year old male, labelled as 68 by the model. Subject shows heavy reduction in cerebral cortex and white matter volume.

Figure 4.9: Brain of a 73 year old female, labelled as 57 by the model. Subject shows healthy brain, little signs of ageing.
Another possible reason for the model’s inaccuracy could lie with the data itself. There are several examples in the dataset which suffer from issues in the segmentation. Although the FreeSurfer files were filtered to retain only well segmented images, it is impossible to avoid issues completely. Badly segmented images lead to chunks of missing grey matter for which the model overestimates the age. Although there are only a handful of cases where this issue is sever, this does introduce a bottleneck to the accuracy on this task.
Chapter 5

Surface Topology

This chapter proceeds in a similar vein to the previous one, exploring how the point cloud reconstructions of the brain’s surface changes with age. Although the results here may seem similar to the previous chapter it is important to note that they represent disparate properties of the brain. The previous method identifies changes in volume and density of brain the brain while the point cloud describes the geometry of the outer structure of the brain in very high resolution. Thus we would expect persistent homology in this setting to identify how the curvature [7] and surface area of the outer layer of the brain changes with age.

5.1 Evaluating the point cloud model

![Figure 5.1: Correlations of features in point cloud homology. Zero dimensional on the left and 1 dimensional on the right.](image)

The early filtrations of 5.1 which count the number of points in the point cloud (zero dimensional features) and their proximity (one dimensional features) indicates that at low filtrations younger brains contain a much larger number of points densely packed together. These points quickly combine to form connected simplices as they are densely packed. However, in older brains, these points are less dense and take longer to connect and die giving rise to many disconnected regions at mid to high filtrations. This is
reflected by the one dimensional features which indicate an increase in holes as these simplices slowly connect around gaps. At high filtration values the Betti numbers correlate negatively, indicating that younger brains have a significantly richer structure at higher scales. This could be due to the in the gyrification (folds of the outer layer) which is a known biomarker of ageing [40]. At index 4 of the Betti curve in dimension 1, the magnitude of correlation is at its highest, with $\rho = -0.57$, [5.2] I will call this feature $\gamma$ for gyrification.

Upon constructing the model we notice that the model takes advantage of this correlation, giving this feature a much higher relative importance than the rest.

## 5.2 Constructing a combined model

The analysis in previous sections suggests that the image and point cloud features capture different information about subjects that will be useful in determining age. And so, it is natural to ask if combining the two would enhance the model’s predictions. I trained a random forest model on the grey matter, white matter and point cloud. In order to keep comparisons fair I dropped the third dimension which keeps the input dimension identical to the previous model’s. The final results are summarised in table 5.1.

Although the combined model performs significantly better than the previous ones, the model continues to suffer from similar biases. The model continues to greatly mispredict the ages of subjects under 50, see [5.4] The bias in sexes is reversed, this is surprising as left hemisphere changes are known to correlate more strongly with
(a) Low $\gamma$ corresponds to smaller folds appearing in the cortex, the surface is packed densely with folds. This is the brain of a 94 year old.

(b) High $\gamma$ corresponds to larger and fewer folds. The figure shown is of a 42 year old person.

Figure 5.3: Left hemisphere of brains showing differences in $\gamma$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$R^2$ score</th>
<th>MAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>5.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White matter</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey matter</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>5.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White + grey matter</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>5.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point cloud</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All combined</td>
<td><strong>0.66</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.47</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Test set model performances for various feature sets.

male ageing [22]. Men achieve a MAE of $5.55 \pm 0.05$ while women score lower at $5.09 \pm 0.04$. 
Figure 5.4: Combined model predictions vs. true age.
Chapter 6

Detecting Alzheimer’s

The changes in the brain due to Alzheimer’s are quite similar to the changes seen during ageing. The difference being that the deterioration is normally more exaggerated. Given that our model appears to be able to identify certain biomarkers of ageing, we expect that the same features should enable us to identify if a patient has Alzheimer’s. By removing the effect of ageing from the features, I was able to achieve a 72% improvement upon the baseline model’s F1 score, a random forest model trained on volumetric features [3, 2], and classify the disease with relatively high precision. The model trained on topological features may perhaps also be an improvement on the state of the art results in [44] on the same dataset, yet I am cautious in emphasising this comparison since the models in this report are only trained on a portion of the data used by the authors of the previous paper.

<p>| Table 6.1: Test set balanced accuracies for the best model trained in this paper (topological svm) vs. state of the art results in [44]. Note that results may be skewed as the topological model was trained and tested on a subset of the data used by the latter two models. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topological SVM</th>
<th>3D CNN</th>
<th>Dartel SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Diagnosis without age dependency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Balanced acc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grey matter</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White matter</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point cloud</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Validation set performance of random forest models with oversampling.
A naïve attempt to train a random forest classifier gives very poor results. The accuracy of the models can be slightly improved by oversampling the positive cases of Alzheimer’s in the training set to add 100 additional cases. This is surprising as the literature suggests that Alzheimer’s disease has a distinct effect on the topology of the brain.

Previous works strongly indicate that changes in the grey matter, particularly of cortical thickness, are robust indicators of Alzheimer’s. This does not seem to be reflected by the results which indicate that the model is unable to determine a relationship between grey matter topology and disease. This is likely because changes in cortical thickness are also strongly related to age, thus without incorporating a patient’s age into the model it is impossible to distinguish between these phenomena. Additionally, figure indicates that the grey matter Betti curves of patients with and without Alzheimer’s are virtually identical. Again, this is possibly due to the fact that the thinning of the cerebral cortex experienced during ageing is confused with Alzheimer’s.

The point cloud representation outperforms all others, we also see that its precision is improved by the oversampling. Looking at feature importances it appears as though $\gamma$ is the most important feature of the point cloud model. Recall that $\gamma$ is a measure of the folding of the cerebral cortex, this feature was shown to correlate strongly with the patient’s age, possibly supplying the model with enough information to adjust for changes in age.

One of the main indicators of Alzheimer’s are the dilation of the ventricles in the brain. On an MRI scan this appears as the expansion of the large dark regions in the centre of the brain. The issue with topological features is that they are indifferent to changes in size and so this marker is not well identified by persistent homology. The atrophy of the hippocampus and white matter also serve as diagnostic features of MRI scans, but this is also true for ageing. This makes it difficult for the
model to be able to distinguish between the patterns caused by ageing and dementia. Therefore, white matter features are likely inappropriate for this task.

### 6.2 Disentangling Ageing from Alzheimer’s Disease

In order to separate ageing and Alzheimer’s simply adding the age of subjects as an additional feature was found to not improve the results. Instead I trained a model to predict the expected Betti curve given the patient’s age. Then by comparing the expected Betti curve with the true curve the model can measure how far the topology of the brain differs from a healthy brain.

Figure 4.5 suggests that the relationship between individual features and age is well modelled by a linear function. So, the expected features were modelled by linear regression. The regression model was trained on 200 samples from healthy patients from training set. A support vector classifier was then trained on the remaining dataset, taking the difference between the expected features and the true features as input. Again oversampling of Alzheimer’s patients was found to drastically improve results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Balanced acc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grey matter</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White matter</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point cloud</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: SVM classifier performance on test set given disentangled features.

The results, 6.3, show a large improvement in performance, both in terms of accuracy and F1 score. In particular, both grey and white matter features now behave more like...
Figure 6.3: White matter of two patients with and without Alzheimer’s. The size of the central holes is a strong indicator for the presence of Alzheimer’s which causes these holes to appear much larger.

one would expect. Clearly, compensating for age is essential for identifying disease. However, this introduces a novel problem. The accuracy of the models are limited by the accuracy of the model of ageing. For example, the baseline features are not well modelled by a linear function and so compensating for age with a linear regression actually worsens the final result.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter is to critically analyse the methods used in the previous sections and identify some potential limitations. It suggests some possible solutions that could be explored in future work as well as some fundamental limitations of persistent homology as a measurement of brain ageing. Also mentioned are several tangential lines of inquiry which emerged in the process of writing this report. This chapter also serves to summarise the main findings of this project and their relationship with the goals outlined in the introduction.

7.1 Conceptual limitations

Topology is mainly useful in its ability to abstract away local structure. However, this also leads to a loss of information which can have negative impacts when attempting to measure degeneration at the local level. This means that topological data analysis will be limited by the extent to which neurodegeneration acts globally on the shape of the brain. In contrast to this, voxel-based morphometry is able to measure minute changes in a person’s brain over multiple clinical visits allowing for a better understanding of changes at the subject level.

In section 4.4, figures 4.8 and 4.9 indicate that it is not uncommon for one’s brain to deviate from the expected pattern. Therefore, an accurate model would need to incorporate information about the patient’s lifestyle, genetics and health records. Furthermore, the dataset consists of subjects from age 40 onwards, it is not clear whether persistent homology would be able to capture the more subtle changes seen in the brains of younger adults.

The discussions in previous chapters have also touched upon certain biases in the classification accuracy towards certain subpopulations in the dataset. For example, section 4.4 identifies a statistically significant bias in the ability of the model to certain genders. Figure 4.7 shows that the model is also biased towards younger subjects, where the images obtained from under 55 year olds are consistently over estimated. This may perhaps be due to the lack of subjects in the younger age group in the training data but may also suggest a deeper problem; that the methods used may be ill-equipped to
identify the age of someone who has yet to experience more widespread deterioration of the brain which begins to arise at a later stage.

Another limitation is the reliance of this project on precomputed FreeSurfer files. The computational cost and expert knowledge required to preprocess images using FreeSurfer invoke issues applying these methods to other datasets. The FreeSurfer pipeline is prone to errors and requires human input in order to rectify mistakes and also requires several hours to process the images for a single subject. Alternatively, one could make use of a more minimal method to segment grey and white matter regions and discard the point cloud based pipeline entirely at a cost to predictive accuracy.

Finally, the model we use here is trained on purely topological information. Without altering the models it is not immediately clear how one could incorporate additional information into the model. For example, the dataset used contains images from different modalities which emphasise different kinds of details. Ideally, we would like to inform the model of the imaging modalities that were used to generate the final freesurfer files so that it can identify these differences.

### 7.2 Future work and suggested improvements

The experiments in section 4.1 are overly simplistic. Although they indicate a strong correlation between grey matter topology and cortical thickness the precise nature of this relationship is not well explored. Additional study and experimentation would be need to understand exactly which features in the Betti curve correspond to thickness and how. Similarly, section 5.1 hints that $\gamma$ may correlate directly with the gyrification index but additional analysis would be required to verify this relationship statistically.

There is also the question of how the models constructed throughout the report compare with state-of-the-art methods. Given that only a subset of the OASIS-3 dataset was used a direct comparison is difficult to make. It is necessary to compare how to persistent homology models compare to convolutional neural networks and voxel-based morphometry in order to draw more conclusive evidence as to whether or not persistent homology provides better markers of ageing. This was attempted during this project but, due to the size of the dataset, the neural network was impossible to train effectively. Additionally, the methods described in this paper provide only a proof of concept and further hyperparameter tuning would likely improve results further.

The emerging methods of persistent local homology provide an alternative direction. Persistent local homology allows the computation of homology at the local level combining all of the data to give insights about both local and global structure. Given that ageing causes deterioration differently in different regions, perhaps these methods will give more appropriate features which can emphasise the topology of more relevant parts of the brain. There is also a multidimensional generalisation of persistent homology which can be used to simultaneously compute the homology over multiple filtrations of the data. This would allow us to combine for example the intensity and density filtrations and compute the whole brain topology in one go. However, the tools available for these computations and the theoretical backing for these methods are limited.
While chapter 6 focused on how topological features can be used to detect Alzheimer’s, the final model was not properly analysed in order to determine what exactly was being detected. Although the model scores are high, it still fails to detect 40% of Alzheimer’s cases which makes it unsuitable for clinical application. In order to understand why this is, an analysis of both the regression and classification models would be required which the time-frame for this report did not permit.

Previous applications of persistent homology to MRI scans have predominantly focused on functional scans which capture brain activity in addition to the brain’s structure. Therefore, given the results here, it would be natural to expect drastic changes in the topology of brain networks as the brain ages, perhaps even providing novel insights into these changes. There is also a gap in the literature concerning the topological changes in brain activity associated with neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disorder which could additionally be explored.

Beyond the issues investigate in this report, there are further potential directions for the application of TDA methods to biomedical problems. While my preliminary experiments gave unimpressive results, I believe that with better data preprocessing and more sophisticated parameter choices new insights can emerge. Appendix B outlines one of the more promising directions, suggesting a new application of persistent homology which can be used to detect abnormalities in heartbeats.

### 7.3 Final remarks

This report has demonstrated that persistent homology can indeed be used as a marker for brain ageing. I have provided a methodology, with justification from existing literature, in order to compute topological features that correspond to brain ageing. Namely, I argue that white matter and grey matter filtrations should be computed separately to emphasise the different changes and suggest that a density filtration on grey matter images can be used a measurement of cortical thickness. By introducing surface topology, which measures gyrification among other properties, to the regression models, the accuracy is improved.

This relationship between topology and age is then leveraged to obtain a classifier of Alzheimer’s which outperforms the baseline. This was done by negating the effects of ageing from the topological features in order to obtain a measure of the deviation of brain topology from a healthy population. This difference then acts as a strong indicator for the presence of abnormal neurodegeneration linked to Alzheimer’s disease.

This report has proven that studying ageing from the lens of topology can bring new understanding, at the very least by providing robust and efficient computational techniques to replace existing methods. The methods and results outlined in this report only scratch the surface of what can be learned by studying the structural topology of the brain. With the rapid development of new theory and methods to compute persistent homology it is clear that there is a vast world of unexplored techniques that can shed new light on the ageing process.
Appendix A

A Formal Introduction to Homology

A.1 Cubical Complexes

The computation of homology requires us to define a topogical structure in which faces and boundaries are clearly defined. Given the nature of the data (3D voxel images) the notion of a cubical complexes lends itself as a natural way to do this.

Definition A.1.1 (Elementary interval). An elementary interval is an interval of the form \([n,n+1]\) or \([n,n]\) with \(n \in \mathbb{Z}\). We say that the latter interval is degenerate.

Definition A.1.2 (Elementary cube). An elementary cube is a product of elementary intervals \(C = I_1 \times I_2 \times \ldots \times I_n\).

Thus a cube in 3D \([x,x+1] \times [y,y+1] \times [z,z+1]\), represents a voxel in 3D at \((x,y,z)\).

Definition A.1.3 (Boundary of a cube). We define the boundary, \(\partial_n\), of an n-dimensional cube to be the sum \(\partial C = (\partial I_1 \times I_2 \times \ldots \times I_n) + (I_1 \times \partial I_2 \times \ldots \times I_n) + \ldots + (I_1 \times I_2 \times \ldots \partial I_n)\). The boundary of an elementary interval is the sum of it’s boundary values \([n+1,n+1] - [n,n]\) in the non-degenerate case and 0 otherwise.

Definition A.1.4 (Cubical complex). A cubical complex \(\mathcal{C}\) is a collection of cubes that is closed under taking the boundary i.e. for every cube \(C \in \mathcal{C}\), \(\partial(C) \in \mathcal{C}\).

A.2 Homology

We can now proceed to give the formal definition of homology.

Definition A.2.1 (Chain Complex). A chain group \(C_n\) is the free abelian group generated by the set of n-dimensional cubes in the complex. The chain complex of a cubical complex is the sequence of chain groups and boundary operators given by

\[
\begin{align*}
C_n & \xrightarrow{\partial_n} C_{n-1} & \xrightarrow{\partial_{n-1}} \ldots & \xrightarrow{\partial_2} C_1 & \xrightarrow{\partial_1} 0
\end{align*}
\]

With the boundary operator extended linearly to the chain groups.
The goal of homology is to identify the holes of the cubical complex. Holes here are defined as closed loops (cycles) that are not boundaries of other objects. For example consider the ring of edges surrounding one face of a cube.

The boundary of this ring is the sum of the boundaries of the edges which all cancel out to give 0. This gives a convenient definition of a cycle as the subgroup of elements in the chain group that vanish under the boundary operator. Given that the red edges surround a face, they do not produce a hole. However, if the hole was removed, these edges would not bound any cube in our complex and so would surround a hole. This notion can be made rigorous as follows,

**Definition A.2.2 (Homology).** It can be shown that the boundary operator is a homomorphism between chain groups. It can also be shown that the $\text{Im}(\partial_{n+1}) \subseteq \ker(\partial_n)$, intuitively, all boundaries must be cycles. So, in taking the group of cycles $\ker(\partial_n)$ and factoring out the cycles which act as boundaries to higher dimensional cubes in the complex, $\text{Im}(\partial_{n+1})$, we are left with a group, $H_n(\mathcal{C}) = \ker(\partial_n)/\text{Im}(\partial_{n+1})$, containing all the $n$-dimensional holes of the cubical complex.

In this paper and in most application of TDA in general, we are not concerned with the internal structure of the homology groups. Usually, it is only necessary to count the number of holes in the data.

**Definition A.2.3 (Betti Number).** The $n$th Betti number $\beta_n$ is the number of $n$ dimensional holes in homology. $\beta_n = \text{rank}(H_n)$.

In order for homology to be a meaningful measure it needs to be invariant under transformations which preserve topological structure. These kinds of transformations are formalised by the notion of homotopy.

**Definition A.2.4 (Homotopy).** Let $X, Y$ be topological spaces, for example these spaces could be cubical complexes. Then, a continuous map $H : X \times [0, 1] \rightarrow Y$ with $H(x, 0) = f(x)$ and $H(x, 1) = g(x)$ is a homotopy between $f$ and $g$. Two spaces are said to be homotopy equivalent if there exist two continuous maps $f : X \rightarrow Y$, $g : Y \rightarrow X$ such that for each of the compositions $g \circ f$ and $f \circ g$ there exists homotopies to the identity function.

What this means is that two a homotopy from $f$ to $g$ is a continuous map that changes $f$ to $g$ as we move along the interval $[0, 1]$. A homotopy equivalence between $X$ and $Y$ says that we can go from $X$ to $Y$ and back and have something that topological resembles our starting point. One can think of this as $Y$ being similar enough to $X$ in that we can turn the former into the latter by stretching or squishing but without making any cuts or gluing together of different sections.
Appendix B

Detecting Anomalies in Heartbeats

Persistent homology is able to detect and classify anomalies in ECG signals measuring heart beats [12]. It was shown that by including a Betti curve representing the topology of the signal, a neural network was able to achieve close to perfect accuracy in detecting arrhythmia. Inspired by this work and that of [5] which discusses how persistent homology can be used to detect periodicity in signals I attempted to investigate whether an alternative method could be used to detect arrhythmia using a more lightweight and interpretable method. Here I use the MIT BIH dataset [32] provided by [31].

B.1 Topology and Time Series Data

Firstly, let me introduce how persistent homology can be used to study time series data. Consider a 1-dimensional function $f(t)$ over time. The line drawn by this function can be embedded in a $d$-dimensional space using what is known as sliding window embedding. This embedding is defined as follows

$$TD_{π,τ}(f) = \begin{bmatrix} f(t) \\ f(t + τ) \\ f(t + 2τ) \\ \vdots \\ f(t + (d - 1)τ) \end{bmatrix}.$$  

Where $τ$ is the periodicity of the embedding. What is interesting about this embedding is that if a signal contains a period, a repetition of the same pattern at a later point, the embedding forms a closed loop in the embedding space. And so, by computing the homology of the shape produced by the embedding, one can classify the patterns present in the shape.

B.2 Detecting arrhythmia

By the above logic, if one were to compute the embedding of a person with no underlying conditions, one would expect loops in the resulting embedding signifying a
steady periodic pattern. An abnormal pattern associated with heart condition leads to erratic heart beats that would give rise to breaks in the periodicity of the signal. The embedding of such a signal would then give rise to no closed loops.

Arrhythmia is the clinical term for a number of various anomalous patterns of heartbeats. Figure B.1 indicates that the homology of the classes should provide sufficient information in the detection and classification of abnormal patterns.

### B.3 Results and Discussion

To compute the persistent homology of the embedding I used the Vietoris-Rips filtration to obtain persistence diagrams. These diagrams were then transformed into Betti curves which served as input features to a support vector classifier. The classifier’s accuracy was only slightly better than a trivial classifier; labelling all the images as normal achieves an accuracy of 82.7% while the trained classifier model achieves a testing accuracy of 85.0%.
Figure B.2: Example embeddings taken from each of the four arrhythmia classes showing how they are characterised by distinct topological shapes.
There could be a number of reasons due to which the classifier performs badly, one obvious issue is that the preprocessed data divides a sequence of heartbeats from a single patient into one beat slices. In reality, it would be necessary to compute the embedding of a series of beats from a patient and examine whether breaks in periodicity result in topological changes. In order to properly apply TDA to this problem, one would have to consider the an appropriate way to process the data to achieve the desired results.

Another consideration is that the parameters were chosen fairly arbitrarily. While it seems that topology can give some indication of arrhythmia, the choices embedding dimension and $\tau$ produces vastly different results. Perhaps by choosing these values more carefully it would be possible to obtain more useful representations of the data.
Appendix C

Other Applications of TDA

Given the breadth of applications and methods used in topological data analysis, I wish to outline some of its most significant contributions to biomedical data analysis. Since the aim of this chapter is to give a broader view of TDA, I present papers which describe approaches to TDA which diverge from those used in this report and provide new perspectives on the field.

C.1 Genomics

Given a set of gene sequencing data from a species over time, one of the main problems in genomics is to deduce the corresponding the phylogenetic network. This network describes how the genetic structure of a species evolves and describes the ancestry of genetic traits. There are two kinds of evolution which contribute to the structure of these networks, vertical and horizontal. Vertical evolution is caused mutations in the genetic information passed from parent to child during asexual reproduction. Many organisms, including bacteria, also have the ability to transmit genetic information laterally to another member of the same species resulting in horizontal evolution.

Most traditional techniques to deduce evolutionary patterns are only able to capture vertical evolution, and so produce branching tree-like data structures. Figure C.1 shows that horizontal evolution instead causes distinct branches to merge, making tree based algorithms unsuitable. This is an issue since genetic resistance to drugs in bacteria is often seen to be developed by horizontal evolution instead. Since horizontal evolution gives rise to cycles in the evolutionary network methods that are able to detect these kinds of 'holes' are extremely useful. The idea detailed in [37] is to use persistent homology to detect the presence of cycles i.e. holes in these networks. The notion of persistence is extremely useful here in that it allows geneticists to detect horizontal evolution at various scales. This allows them to answer the question of whether or not horizontal evolution has occurred and also how distant the branches were before they merged.

C.2 Tumor detection

One issue with using persistent homology to derive features from data is that persistence diagrams are not uniquely represented by the data, meaning that some information is lost. This is an issue when attempting to use persistent homology to classify distinct objects since we wish to be able to separate them solely based on their persistence diagrams. There exists however a solution, Euler characteristic transform (ECT). ECT transforms data into a topological representation which preserves all of its information, meaning that you can go back and forth between the two representations. What this means is that the data can be transformed by ECT into a new space equipped with a distance measure which can directly compute how topologically similar two samples are.

The authors of [38] show how ECT can be used to detect Glioblastoma, a form of brain tumor with distinctive topological structure, in MRI images of the brain. The authors show that the ECT has a number of nice properties, it allows for a metric to compute topological similarity between two objects and also structured enough to compute probability distributions. By training a Gaussian regression model on the ECT of Glioblastoma images they find that their method outperforms state of the art techniques. Their method also provides a confidence score which is essential when using these techniques in clinical settings.

C.3 The Mapper algorithm

Biomedical data analysis often makes uses of dimensionality reduction techniques in order to gain new understanding of data. Many of the existing dimensionality reduction techniques make use of topology to some extent in order to preserve the structure of the data in lower dimensions. One technique that has emerged as a direct consequence...
of persistent homology is known as the Mapper algorithm and leverages the same notion of filtration used to compute persistence. The goal of the mapper algorithm is to produce a graph from a discrete set of data points. This graph can then be embedded in 2- or 3-D space allowing for intuitive data exploration while also clustering data points based on similarity.

Mapper has been used in several breakthrough papers to discover new subgroups of patients with unique properties. By converting high dimensional data into mapper graphs (figure C.2), the authors of [29] were able to first identify coarse grained subgroups of patients. By refining the clustering they found 3 distinct clusters of diabetes patients with distinct clinical properties. These 3 clusters were then identified with unique genes that they found to correspond with the symptoms experienced by patients in the same cluster.

A similar approach was applied to breast cancer patients to understand why certain groups survive the disease compared to others [34]. The researchers again visualised their patient data with the mapper algorithm and found that the graphs produced two distinct chains of nodes. One chain contained patients with 100% survival and where able to identify the genetic sequence that led to this resilience.
Figure C.2: Example of mapper graphs showing how data can be clustered into distinct groups.
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